
Case 22-062 M&L vs. Avista Utilities 

8303 N Northridge Ct, Spokane, WA 

 

Avista Response 

Avista was notified by M&L (Ray Hattenburg) via email (slide 2) at 7:58am on August 5, 2022, that their 

ticket at 8303 N Northview Ct had not been located by Avista. In M&L’s documentation, they show an 

email (slide 3) notifying them at 12:00am on August 5, that Avista had not yet provided a positive 

response and a screen shot (slide 3) was taken at 6:46am showing they were aware of the situation 

then. According to the complaint form M&L starts working at 5:30am. Spokane City Noise Ordnances 

apply from 10pm to 7am, which applies to construction equipment. M&L called in a ticket (slide 4) on 

May 17, 2022 to install the gas service to this property, prior to calling it in again on May 2. M&L was 

able to wait 80 days and submit another locate request to perform this work but unwilling to call and 

wait 20 minutes for a locator, even though it caused “associated costs” that need recovering. M&L 

waited two and a half hours before notifying Avista of any issues, not allowing Avista or ELM to respond 

and limit any possible downtime. After being notified of the issue, ELM was on site to provide locate 

marks at 8:18am, twenty minutes after Avista was notified of the issue at 7:58am. The locator was 

finished by 8:38am.  

Slide 2 – M&L Email 

M&L emailed Avista claiming the general contractor had to pull their siding crew off the job so M&L 

could complete their work. When looking at ELM’s locate photos, you can see the siding on the north 

and east sides of the home were complete and painters were onsite and painting at the time of the 

locate. M&L also mentioned rescheduling their work in the complaint for, meaning they did not dig on 

August 5, 2022. Avista documentation on slides 4 and 5 show the lines were marked on August 5, 2022 

prior to M&L commencing excavation.  

Slide 3 - Screenshot 

M&L documented they were aware of a potential issue at 6:46 am, one hour and fifteen minutes before 

notifying Avista. M&L did not call or text message Avista or ELM to immediately inform us of the issue.  

Slide 4 – Locate Requests 

The locates requested by M&L construction for the site referenced in the complaint.  

Slide 5-7 – Locate Photos Comparisons 

As you can see in the original locate photos for M&L’s May 17, 2022 request and their August 2 request, 

siding has been installed and painters were then painting.  

Slide 8 – Gas Line Installed 

The gas service M&L was digging the trench for was installed on August 11, 2022. Based on that 

information, you can determine M&L commenced excavation sometime between 8:38am on August 5, 

2022, after Avista/ELM provided locate information, and August 12, 2022. 
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Email from M&L (Ray Hattenburg)

Had Avista/ELM been notified at the time M&L was aware of the situation, we would have been on site in twenty 
minutes and had marks down within forty minutes and limited possible “downtime” or “rescheduling”. 2



Screenshot of Notification

Notification sent to M&L from the call center informing them Avista 
had not yet entered a positive response

Screen shot taken at 6:46am the day the notification was sent to 
M&L, August 5, 2022
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Locate Requests

M&L locate called in on May 17, 2022, to install gas service. M&L locate called in on August 2, 2022, to install gas service. 
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Locate Photos. ELM on site.

Left photo shows timestamp of ELM locator on site at 8:19am on August 5th. Note: the right photo shows painters on site 
and working - there is no paint on the east wall of the house at 8:19am 5



Locate Photos. Siding Complete. Painting Work.

Left photo shows ELM completing the locate request, siding is on, and painting is happening (new paint on the east side of 
the house at 8:38am). Right photo is approx. location of where the trench ended: on the wall behind the transformer.

Trench area for new gas line
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Gas Line Installed

The gas line was installed on August 11, 2022. Excavation happened between 8:38am on August 5, 2022, and August 12, 
2022, after the locate marks were provided. 7



“At the option of the facility operator”
RCW 19.122.030 Section 4 states:
“A facility operator must provide 
information to an excavator 
pursuant to subsection (3) of this 
section no later than two business 
days after the receipt of the notice 
provided for in subsection (1) of 
this section or before excavation 
commences, at the option of the 
facility operator, unless otherwise 
agreed by the parties.”

This clause appears to indicate that 
so long as locates were provided 
prior to excavation commencing, 
an operator has fulfilled its duty.

M&L did not commence excavation 
until after locates were provided.
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“Excavation” and “Commence”

RCW 19.122.020 Section 8 defines “excavation” as:

“ ‘Excavation’ and ‘excavate’ means any operation, 
including the installation of signs, in which earth, rock, or 
other material on or below the ground is moved or 
otherwise displaced by any means.”

“Commence” is defined as to begin or start.

M&L did not “commence excavation” until after locates 
were provided as documented in their complaint.
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In Other Words: Duties of an Operator under 19.122.030 4(a)

“A facility operator 
must 

provide 
information to an 

excavator 
pursuant to 

subsection (3) of 
this section…

…no later than 
two business days 
after the receipt of 

the notice 
provided for in 

subsection (1) of 
this section OR 

BEFORE 
EXCAVATION 

COMMENCES,

unless otherwise 
agreed by the 

parties.”

Avista Complied ✓ Avista Complied ✓

Locate marks of all Avista
locatable facilities were provided
on site and documented by ELM
at the time the locate was
completed. Slide 5-6, electric
photos.

The locate marks were provided
prior to excavation commencing.
Slide 5-6, electric photos.

“unless”. The first two obligations
were not altered by an
agreement by the parties.
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Slide 9-11 

According to RCW 19.122.030, it is the operator’s option to provide information to the excavator no 

later than two business days OR before excavation commences. Again, subsection 4(a) states “at the 

option of the facility operator”. 

Conclusion 

This issue happened on August 5. Avista and M&L participated in a listening session on July 20 (two 

weeks before) to discuss areas where Avista appeared to be lacking in quality and on-time performance. 

Both M&L and Avista committed to better communication with each other to resolve these issues 

before bringing them as complaints to the committee. M&L emailing Avista to mention an issue that 

could have been rectified, but more so to threaten alerting the safety committee, is not a collaborative 

or productive way to work together. Avista also made a commitment to M&L, as well as Jon Cornelius, 

to make changes and adjustments to our damage prevention program that would result in better quality 

and on-time performance. This issue occurred during that process, and we are absolutely seeing positive 

results of changes we’ve made. 


